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In the following paper we describe the evolution of the Semantic Web area throughout the years, with a special focus on the most recent years. We present how the picture of the Semantic Web has gradually changed from a very idealistic vision to a more realistic scenario. The assumption shall be backed up with both examples from the state of the art in the Semantic Web research and commercialization attempts.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Semantic Web vision has been present in the IT world for quite a lot of time [1]. Although many foretold brilliant results and great success, it never came to be an important part of the Internet. Throughout its existence there have been many attempts to apply Semantic Web in different domains (i.e. medical science, general formalization of knowledge). It was believed that penetration of single domains of industry could bring the ultimate success. The metadata produced within one domain would grow and eventually connect through various concepts with other domains. Some projects did indeed succeed in research laboratories and on paper in terms evaluation. Nevertheless, all failed to make the final step and become mainstream or at least a significant part of infrastructures used by common people in a given area.

The creation of corner stones of the Semantic Web technologies such as RDF [2] was followed by the first visions of the Semantic Web [1, 3]. The original publications did not assume the Semantic Web to be a form of artificial intelligence on the Web [3]. Nevertheless, in practice the catchy term of the intelligent web led to exploration of metadata in terms of sophisticated reasoning techniques. One of the most notable examples is the topic of the Semantic Web Services. This domain has been present almost since the birth of the Semantic Web idea and therefore it has been vastly explored since. The various research attempts [4][5] were envisioned to succeed where SOAP based services failed to reach mass usage like initially intended. In practice, the research is still ongoing but the hype and anticipation have long passed. With time, the original tools and theoretical frameworks became too complex to introduce in practice (which most notably was also one of the critical problems of the SOAP services). Similar patterns could be pointed in many other areas. However, it has to be noted that valuable lessons have been learned and the way of thinking and directions of research have changed since towards greater simplification (i.e. in terms of Semantic Web Services, WSMO-Lite [6]).

The following paper does not aim to present any breakthrough conclusions about the state of the Semantic Web, nor does it try to envision its future. The value of this work is strictly informative and is supposed to show a point of view on Semantic Web through the eyes of one of many researchers involved in this community. While not being the first [7], this paper takes an attempt to point of some trends in the contemporary Semantic Web community and the changes with respect to previous ways of thinking. In the following sections we shall present the rise and the evolution of the Linked Data initiative – currently the most prominent branch of the Semantic Web (see Sec. 2). Next, we shall highlight some of the problems that the research community faces in terms of data utilization and putting it into practical use (see Sec. 3). Finally, we shall conclude with the description of contemporary attempts and ideas how to bring the Web and the Semantic Web into synergy (see Sec. 4). As a supplement we also present an additional section with interesting new research ideas and emerging trends that are not yet fully evaluated (see Sec. 5).

II. SEMANTIC WEB AND LINKING OPEN DATA

Although the principles of Linked Data were pointed out by Tim Berners-Lee in 2006 [8] it was for the Linking Open Data project [9] to make this term rise in popularity. Currently the Linked Data is considered to be the next step in the evolution of Semantic Web idea. It is not what the initial trends envisioned for Semantic Web to become, nevertheless Linked Data is where Semantic Web is at the moment.

There are many mature Semantic Web projects or even standards already published. All of those were supposed to build the foundations of the new Internet but they are not popular neither widely accepted. Some point out the overwhelming complexity as reason for such situation, while others remark small and unrealistic appliances of what has been released so far. The originally envisioned and hyped Artificial Intelligence for the Web has not arrived therefore a simpler solution is taken into account as the first step on the road to reaching the Intelligent Internet. This first step is called Linking Open Data. One of the key concepts of this trend is to provide not only annotations for the Web but also means to interconnect the annotated resources. Among others the community maintained webpage provides a constantly updated map of the current Linked Data sets available over the Web (see Fig. 1).
The outcome of initial Semantic Web activity is a situation where the metadata and annotations of web resources are already out in the Internet but data is still not interlinked and therefore hard to use in practice. Selected websites or particular groups of interest have their web resources annotated but outside of those communities the information is not usable or no one has any interest of using it. Therefore, the Linking Open Data initiative is also about reaching out to the people - the Internet community. Not some selected, enclosed groups like before but more massive audience. The goal is to introduce easy to use paradigms for annotation of the web content [10][11] and functional applications that take advantage of those annotations (semantic search engines [12][13][14][15], Semantic Web based portals like Twine[16]).

By some the term Web 3.0 is attached to the state of Internet where publishing the Linked Data becomes a norm, not a hyped buzzword among researchers. This is because it harvests on the idea that was the corner stone of Web 2.0 success - social networking. A great number of the mainstream activities within Linked Data put big emphasis on Internet users, user activities and virtual societies in the modern Internet. There is a lot of discussion and research done about annotations in collaborative environments that dominate the contemporary Internet environment.

In the end, the ultimate goal remains the same for the Linked Data. Similarly as the aforementioned Semantic Web, is supposed to deliver more user friendly Internet through appliance of machine understandable content and mediation between human and machine.

### III. Towards Usability of Data

#### A. Community engagement

Community engagement is arguably one of the biggest failures of the early Semantic Web. Most of the work done in the area assumed that at some point of time the Web will evolve by itself and the information produced by users will combine into one big graph of the World Wide Web. Unfortunately, this never happened. With time, it has been realized that people shall not deliver data sets undermining their web content unless they can receive immediate benefits from production of their data in computer readable formats.

The activities around the aforementioned Linked Data initiative (see Sec. 2) try to handle this problem. The approach is to encourage institutions and organizations to let the data undermining their applications to be available to public. Partially (among others due to to massive involvement of the W3C leader Tim Berners-Lee), this is becoming successful. Most prominent examples beging such enterprises as Reuters [17] or New York Times [18]. Following those examples other companies publish their data available in different standards and share them free or based on subscription fees. At this moment it is hard to determine...
how successful this initiative is or will prove in the future. One is certain – the Linked Data cloud is growing.

Although the progress is unarguable, a number of problems still remain. Most notably, the casual user community still does not seem to notice the need to publish data or the benefits that can be derived from such activities. Without the everyday user contributing their part to the Linked Data cloud the amount of metadata may never grow to a satisfactory size. According to research made by some companies the user created content is already a significant part of the overall data published on the Internet [19][20]. Additionally according to Internet analysts this number shall grow further largely suppressing Internet content as it was known in the XX century and early years of XXI century. In practice, this means that support of the community is very valuable and might become the key factor to realize Linked Data vision and later Semantic Web.

Fortunately in terms of technology, just like in many other areas, the foundations for publishing metadata about community sources have been already created [21]. The authors of the SIOC initiative even try to engage the community by organization of various contests for metadata use cases [22]. Nevertheless, the effective way to encourage the massive production of metadata for community created content is still to be found.

B. Interfaces for Semantic Web applications

The publishing of the data across the web is only part of the success. One has to remember that all this information should be put into use. Unless there is a consumer of the data and some realistic benefits there is no real need to publish it no matter how brilliant the research theories behind.

One of the approaches is to design interfaces that allow to browse all the semantic data behind the Internet resources. This exploits the graph nature of RDF and in general the vast amount of links between the data. Normally its not as easy to notice all the connections while with Semantic Web data, due to notation standards, it comes natural. Among the most notable projects developed for the end user Tabulator [23] and Disco [24] can be mentioned. However, in practice, those tools have so far proven their value only for developers and researchers who can quite easy analyze the Semantic Web data and construct applications (see Fig. 2).

C. Road from complex to simple applications

A different approach, opposed to construction of user interfaces to Semantic Web data is the usage of this information in the backend. The goal is to enhance current user experience without the user to know about the mechanics below. The users do not need to be aware that they produce or consume machine understandable metadata, only perceive the benefits and improved user experience they are granted through their actions.

Unfortunately, although this approach might seem very accurate, it has proven to be quite difficult to realize. Applications like Tabulator or other Semantic Web data browsers require too much specialist knowledge to be directed towards an average Internet user. On the other hand, even domain specialists that are not familiar with Semantic Web (or even IT) find it often too complex to construct domain specific ontologies to even deploy their data (with tools like for instance Protege [25]).

Partially due to the success of Web 2.0 and very simple concepts like *tags* gaining popularity, the Semantic Web community has also noticed the need to introduce more straightforward solutions [7]. As a result we can see various attempts to merge the Semantic Web with the current Internet mainstream on both application and data production level.
IV. ASSIMILATION OF THE SEMANTIC WEB TO THE CURRENT INTERNET

With the Semantic Web tools and ideas going mature and not bringing able to cause the final switch of the Internet into the envisioned Web of Data, many research efforts have been directed toward more subtle methods of introducing the key concepts once laid down by Tim Berners-Lee [1].

A. Research focus

One of the important trends in the area is the research on easy inclusion of machine readable metadata in the normal HTML pages. The initial solutions due to lack of proper research used various HTML tags to link the RDF documents (i.e. SIOC ontology [26] metadata is connected to the page it described through a link tag). However, as mentioned before, creation of metadata and the understanding of Semantic Web technologies never got widespread acceptance of the Internet community. Therefore, researchers started to search for easier and more straightforward ways to describe HTML content.

One of the attempts is called RDFa [27] - an extension of XHTML that defines principles to create page annotations with XHTML tags. It does not relieve of the complexity of RDF because the principals of the framework are still kept. However, one important step is made, RDF files are no longer linked as separate entities, the annotations and the HTML content is placed in one physical file (see Fig. 3).

A slightly different approach is presented by the Semantic Sitemaps [11]. Being an extension of the Sitemap protocol [28] the Semantic Sitemaps try to standardize the way datasets are connected to Internet resources. This is specially meant for large datasets that do not explicitly connect to the exact content presented on the website. For instance, a Semantic Sitemaps protocol is used to describe ways to access metadata behind the DBpedia [29] (the SPARQL endpoint, the RDF dump or direct access to single resources).

Also recently, an interesting initiative has been proposed by a consortium of various Semantic Web and Web institutions – Common Tag.

Apart of the aforementioned initiatives to produce RDF originated data within the webpage, a slightly different approach has also gained a lot of interest – the microformats [30]. Although, the basic concept has been know for quite long, with the birth of RDFa and Common Tag, microformats get a lot of attention yet again. In practice, the idea behind is very similar, through a number of XHTML tags and custom classes annotate the web content. The differences are hidden within the technical realization. The microformats were not intended to expose links between the data while RDFa and Common Tags are designed with Linked Data in mind from the very start.

B. Commercial attempts

One of the most important and interesting topics, regarding the assimilation of Semantic Web to the current Internet, is the interest of industry and, as a consequence, release of products that utilize Semantic Web technologies. Up to a small degree this was present for a long time. However the recent years how shown an exceptional rise of activity in the area. The results of increasing Semantic Web interest can be seen within small startups as well as long established Web companies.

Within the startups, one of the most recognizable companies up to date is the Radar Networks and their flagship product called Twine [16]. The path of their choice is to construct a social portal and use Semantic Web technologies and ideas for better data management and processing in the backend. Although, not entirely successful Twine is a good example of a model where user is completely unaware of the complexity behind the Semantic Web. Through a standard interface the user creates the semantically linked data and annotates the content. Later on, the benefits can be seen in forms of links between the content that all users have created.

On the side of large companies there has also been a lot of interest in metadata publish across the web. However, the Web search companies such are Yahoo or Google seem to be more interested so far in the data consuming side rather then production. Nevertheless, such activity also helps to increase the popularity of the Semantic Web among casual Internet users. By providing enhanced capabilities for websites that produce metadata both search engines encourage the production of metadata.

The most active in the area has been Yahoo!. Their engagement in research (not only Semantic Web) and participation in the research community is truly great (i.e. during WWW 2009 conference the company had most accepted paper of any organization [31]). With regard to the Semantic Web technologies, one of their most important contributions is called Search Monkey [32]. The idea behind is different rendering on search result list for webpages with metadata. For instance if products on a particular website are annotated with hReview [33] microformat then Yahoo! will display such results with a graphical representation of their rating next to the text summary usually present for all normal sites. Such custom rendering makes the particular search result more appealing and people are likely to choose it over normal results – clearly an advantage and motivating factor to produce metadata. This effect could be compared to publishing advertisements on Yellow Pages – the bigger and more distinctive from competitors the better. However, with respect to search engines such customization is still free.

Another company that recently showed their interest in the Semantic Web technologies in public is Google.
Although a lot less has been disclosed in comparison to Yahoo!, first announcements have been made about Google planning to create similar rich snippets for search results with metadata [34]. In practice, no live demonstration is available up to date but even a mere announcement that the leading Web company will provide support for online metadata drew a lot of attention.

V. Other directions in the contemporary semantic web research.

Some of the research going on in the area of the Semantic Web does directly fall into the category of being a bridge between the current Internet community and the Semantic Web community. Nevertheless, some of those projects still deliver a significant value and perhaps build the foundations for other research and companies to supply the solutions for end user. Within this section we shall provide a discussion of such research attempts.

A. Semantic Web Search Engines

The interest in the Semantic Web Search Engines has grown considerable during the recent years. Nevertheless their construction still holds many unsolved problems and faces the never ending task of efficiency increase. Some key challenges in the area are: metadata crawling, efficient indexing, efficient index browsing, scalability, resource ranking, results clustering, and most notably further utilization of the results (as in metadata search engine use cases).

The projects in the area have various approaches. Some aim to achieve best possible scalability at the price of offered query capabilities [12], while others seek to provide prototypes that will enable as much features as possible leaving out scalability issues in the background [13]. Nevertheless what can be seen most cases, where the research has been already done in most directions, is the care for the search engine utilization.

The Semantic Web Search Engines contrary to regular search engines as known today, output result lists only with the metadata meant for machines. In most cases, for a human, the results provided by the Semantic Web Search Engine are not directly valuable. Due to the lack of external interest, most of the research teams try to produce their own use cases based on the capabilities of Semantic Search Engines exposed as a web service. Some attempts are based on publishing the public API to the search engines [35] [36] and giving some samples while others include a presentation of complete solutions based on such technology [37]. However, in the end, while some argue that the Semantic Web Search Engines will show their full capabilities when there is enough useful metadata on the Web, the topic still remains open and the amount of practical use cases for this technology is still little.

B. Scalability

An interesting branch of the Semantic Web that started to gain increasing interest along with the rise of popularity of Semantic Web Search Engines and large data repositories is technology scalability.

In case of the search engines during their development it occurred that performing operations on metadata an allowing more complex queries then just text search results in many new problems then in regular keyword search engines. Maintenance of the index, indexing algorithms, finding the right balance between capabilities and the speed and many others are the concepts that had to be dealt anew in case of the emerging search engines for the metadata.

Additionally the research on scalability issues in the Semantic Web area was also provoked by the rise of interest in production of metadata on large scale (i.e. Dbpedia [38]). Large amounts of data encoded in specific format (i.e. RDF) require new ways of processing and storage to let efficient access and update. One of the leading vendors of solutions that have scalability in mind is the OpenLink [39] company with their product called Virtuoso [40].

C. Trust management

Although this area research within the Semantic Web is not quite popular yet, the initial works show the necessity to analyze the problem. In a situation when the metadata publication gets popular it is possible many people will produce similar information or information on the identical topic. In order to process if correctly one has to have some kind of criteria about the importance of the information. One of the research attempts [41] in this area suggest the inclusion of provenance information inside the metadata. This way one can judge the credibility of the data based on its origin. Therefore it could be recognized wether the data is a fraud or for example the probability of data being true or false based on the distance from the sources considered as trustworthy.

VI. Conclusions

The progression in the Semantic Web community is clearly viable. In the time span of recent years a lot has been done and is happening at the moment to bring the entire idea closer to being real. Much more thought is given into appliances, realistic scenarios, building consortiums between research and corporate world to establish standards that would be used in practice. The direction and the way of thinking about the entire topic has defiantly changed. The Semantic Web main stream activities are no longer about complex solutions that hardly anyone outside the domain can understand. With all its effort the Semantic Web community is trying to make the technologies finally leave the research laboratories and take their place in the modern Internet. Although it is still early to say, most activities described in this paper point to a conclusion that the introduction and popularization of ideas connected to the Semantic Web will probably never happen like initially envisioned or hyped. So far the changes seem to slowly and gradually come to live through small portions adopted by the Internet community.
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